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Abstract—In this paper, we study the role of query recommendation on mobile search engine. We start with the discussion of the role of query recommendation in modern search engines. Secondly, a mobile search engine, Roboo® (http://wap.roboo.com), is introduced and we discuss the need for query recommendation over mobile search engine. Thirdly, the query recommendation solution working on Roboo® is introduced in detail, including the models, how they are constructed and how they operate online. Finally, we demonstrate the benefits of query recommendation brought on Roboo® based on the analysis of real search log data collected since its release online in August, 2008. Considering the scarcity of scientific publications about the practical values of query recommendation on commercial mobile search engine, this paper should represent an interesting and useful reference for both academic and industrial colleagues.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile search is an emerging promising application in China, especially considering the huge potential user based and the existing based of around 600-million of mobile phone consumers [8]. One latest report from CNNIC (Chinese Internet Network Information Center) indicates that by the end of 2008, the population of mobile phones users that access Internet is about 117 millions [11]. Being a start-up company, Roboo® focuses on providing easy-to-use mobile search service in China, and gains more and more popularity today among mobile “surfers” [1, 2, 3]. Since its introduction online in the late 2006, Roboo® mobile search has been operating for more than 2 years now, which allows us to accumulate a large amount of real user data that allows us to study the user interest, adjust our product strategy, and evaluate how well we are performing. In this paper, we refer to the traditional search over computer as wired search, and the search over a hand-held device as mobile search. However, we make no distinction between mobile phones and hand-held devices, notwithstanding that the former is the most widely used equipments for Chinese wireless “surfers”. Similarly, wireless search and mobile search are used interchangeably.

Besides relatedness as measured by vector space model [10], various advanced ranking algorithms are being applied that include more factors to re-order the results and improve usage experience, for example, PageRank [5] as we all know. Even so, the level of satisfaction with the pages returned from search engines is still not so high. An independent survey of 40,000 web users found that after a failed search, 76% of them will try to rephrase their queries on the same search engine instead of turning to a different one [7]. This offers an opportunity to effectively improve the search method by recommending related queries formulated by other users of the same search engine. Therefore, query recommendation can potentially employ the “wisdom of crowds” to not only enhance the hit rate of search engines, but also help users to find the target information more quickly and conveniently.

The utilization of query recommendation has been investigated to help users formulate satisfactory queries [7, 12, 13, 14]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no published article about the query recommendation on mobile search engine, especially its practical values and real effect. This work extends one previous work by Fu et al. [3] about the cross-channel recommendation over mobile search, but it is meant to be more comprehensive, including both within- and cross-channel recommendations. We also extend the data analysis methods to support our claims.

The contributions of this paper include five aspects. (1) We discuss the features of mobile search, as well as the necessity of providing query recommendation on mobile search. (2) We propose to find related queries, as recorded in query log, based on measures of semantic and non-semantic similarity, and point out their corresponding merits. (3) To make this paper self-contained, we also briefly go through how to recommend collateral information about one queried object, i.e. so-called cross-channel recommendation [3]. (4) We demonstrate how to rank and include the recommendations into mobile search online to provide more convenience and fun to users. (5) We analyze direct effectiveness based on search logs accumulated in the past months.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review Roboo mobile search and list some reasons why query recommendation is desired on our platform. In Section 3, our solution is explained in detail, including the basis, offline processing and online integration/recommendation. In Section 4, we perform an experimental validation of our techniques using click logs. In Section 5, we give some concluding remarks.

II. QUERY RECOMMENDATION ON MOBILE SEARCH

A. Roboo Mobile Search Engine

Figure 1 (Left) is the home page of Roboo mobile search (http://wap.roboo.com), and it can be accessed via mobile phones anywhere in China covered by wires transmission signal.
Let us briefly explain the Chinese interface. Under the input box, there are 12 different searchable resource repositories, with 3 on each line. They are Game, Theme, Software, Image, MP3, Short Message, Page, Ring, Video, Novel, Mobile Phone and News respectively. They are the primary services provided by Roboo currently. Under them is a list of hot queries, followed by another block, local or life search, like Weather, Bus, Train, Restaurant etc. It can be seen that besides traditional page search, several other vertical search services (categories) are provided on our platform, of which entertainment and resources specific to mobile phones occupies the primary part. These services, and more to come, are designed and deployed based on our understanding about Chinese mobile surfers, and our search log data confirm this strategy. For example, the flow contributed by page search represents less than 20% of total page visit (PV) flow on Roboo.

B. Why We Need Query Recommendation on Mobile Search

Query recommendation has been proved a key factor for the success of modern search engines, and it is deployed by almost all known commercial search engines, like Google, Yahoo! etc [4, 6, 7]. Following are several unique features of mobile search that play as the motivation to emphasize and deploy query recommendation on mobile search engine.

Firstly, typing, or data entry, is quite difficult on mobile phones today. ISO standard keyboard is configured on most mobile phones, such as Nokia’s high-end smart phones N95, with only 12 buttons available. Although this compact layout saves considerable space and was acceptable when data entry was mostly limited to numbers, it poses a great challenge today since it requires multi-tap for typing in characters. It is reported that even for skilled users, they can only reach 21-words (in English) per minute; while on PC, the rate is at least 60 words for common users [9]. This situation may prevent users from surfing via mobile phones since navigation requires typing.

Secondly, mobile surfers are often browsing purposelessly when they connect to Internet using mobile phones. In contrast to office use, where we turn to wired search engine, like Google, with a clear purpose, e.g. looking for a paper about query recommendation, we open the browser on our mobile phone just to pass the time when we are waiting for a bus, a train, a plane or someone. Our query log also indicates that few queries are about serious events, and most are about entertainment. Given the large span of browsing opportunities just one click away, placing a lonely search box may be not appropriate, especially for mobile surfers because very likely they will turn to others even though we are able to provide tones of interesting images, informative news reports, etc.

Thirdly, again, typing is not easy, which results with shorter queries on mobile search engine. On Roboo, the average length of queries is about 3.5 Chinese tokens (or terms), which places great challenge to a mobile search engine to provide precise result since relevance is highly desired by mobile search users, especially considering small screen (normally less than 3.0 inches) and slow transmission speed factors [2,3].

Finally, accessing Internet via mobile phone is brand new for most people in China. Although the population using mobile phones to access Internet is about 117 million [11], most of them are still newcomers even though they may be experienced surfers over PC. The shortage of standard mobile phone platform and browsers available on mobile phones, and hard-to-use keyboard make the situation worse. Under this situation, moving the cursor to a highlighted anchor text and clicking on it is the easiest operation because (1) direction and “OK” keys normally are placed at obvious location, and they are most familiar to mobile phone users; (2) response is given right now (by loading a new page) to make the users to feel “safe” and “confident” to go ahead on your site.

Given the above considerations, we focus efforts on means of helping users find entertaining content during boring moments and with the least possible input typing required. To achieve this goal, we spend much effort on the design. For example, on our home page (see Figure 1 Left), a list of hot queries are presented, and piles of information will be retrieved upon clicking, instead of requiring mandatory typing. Figure 1(Right) is another example about the home page of Roboo News, and its design follows the same rule by putting several hot keywords just under the search box. More discussion about the deployment can be found in Section 3.4, and empirical evaluation is presented in Section 4.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

A. Overall Description

After the coverage of necessary background, including query recommendation, mobile search, and one specific commercial mobile search engine, Roboo, it is time to introduce the query recommendation solution from Roboo.

On Roboo mobile search, three types of recommendation are provided online and offer convenience for mobile searchers:

- Hot queries. They reflect the primary interest of current concern, and they are selected from query log. Hot queries are highly used, and they lead to interesting pages though a single click;

- Related queries given a query. Upon responding a query submitted, the server will return a list of related queries as we see on most search engine today. For each query, it is expanded with a feature vector as extracted from the pages retrieved given the query; then, simple clustering is employed here to group
related queries. This vector is called semantic feature vector, and it has been proposed and successfully applied in several published work [1, 6, 7, 14, 15].

- Suggestion of collateral information, given a query in a specific channel, referred to as cross-channel recommendation. Since there are several channels available on Roboo [1] (text pages, pictures, applications and games, etc), and a given queried object can span many channels, it is useful to do this kind of recommendation. For example, given a query of “Nokia”, photos of “Nokia” as well as other resources available for Nokia phones, like game, applications, theme and ring may be attractive to users. It is similar to the notation of cross-sales on Amazon.com or eBay.com.

In the remaining part of Section 3, we will discuss how to find related queries and how to do cross-channel recommendation.

B. Suggest Related Queries within the Same Channel

We summarize the main process of query recommendation in the following steps: Firstly, choosing information sources where most relevant terms as recommendation candidates can be found, given a current query; Secondly, designing a measure to rank candidate terms in terms of relatedness; Finally, utilizing the top ranked relevant terms to reformulate the current query.

Like the main-stream query recommendation working online today, we construct the list of recommended queries given a query based on users’ query logs. The similarity between queries is determined based on the proximity of their corresponding semantic feature vector, instead of the query itself. Simple clustering is applied to grouping related queries given the semantic similarity measure.

1) Vector space model

Vector space model (VSM) was first proposed by Salon et al. in 1975 [10]. It is an algebraic model for representing any objects (like documents) as vectors of identifiers (terms in documents). It is the basis for information retrieval, indexing and relevancy computing. In the classical VSM, individual term weights in the document vectors are products of local and global parameters, and the model is known as term frequency-inverse document frequency model (TF-IDF). The weight feature vector for document \( d \) of \( m \)-dimension (that is \( d \) consists of \( m \) different terms) is

\[
FV(d) = \{w_{d,1}, w_{d,2}, \ldots, w_{d,m}\}^T,
\]

where \( w_{d,j} = \text{tf} \cdot \log \frac{N}{|\{ t \in d \}|} \) and \( \text{tf} \) is term frequency of term \( t \) in document \( d \) (a local parameter), \( \log \frac{N}{|\{ t \in d \}|} \) is inverse document frequency (a global parameter). \( N \) is the total number of documents in the repository; \( |\{ t \in d \}| \) is the number of documents containing the term \( t \). Given the normalized feature vector of two objects, \( O_1 \) and \( O_2 \), their similarity is determined by the cosine of the angle between the vectors:

\[
\text{Sim}(O_1, O_2) = \cos \theta = FV(O_1) \cdot FV(O_2)
\]

2) Semantic Feature Vector and Similarity Measure

Given a query \( q \), and we get its feature vector, denoted as \( FV(q) \), with the following sequential steps:

- Issue the query \( q \) to a search engine; for now, let us ignore the actual algorithms of the search engine and assume that the approach is generalizable to any engine that provides “reasonable” results;
- Let \( D(q) \) be the set of retrieved documents given the query \( q \). In practice, we only keep the top \( K \) documents, assuming that they contain enough information, so \( D(q) = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_K\} \);
- Compute the TF-IDF term vector \( v_t \) for each document \( d_j \in D(q) \), with each element as

\[
tv(j) = tf_{i,j} \times \log \frac{N}{df_i}
\]

where \( tf_{i,j} \) is the frequency of the \( j \)th term in \( d_j \), \( N \) is the total number of documents that contain the \( j \)th term. The TF-IDF is widely applied in the information retrieval (IR) community and has been proved work well in many applications, including the current approach;
- Summing up \( tv_i \), \( i = 1 \ldots K \), to get a single vector. Here, for the same term, its IDF, i.e. \( \log \frac{N}{df} \), is known as identical in different \( tv_i \), so the sum of their corresponding weights can be calculated;
- Normalize and rank the features of the vector with respect to their weight (TF-IDF), and truncate the vector to its \( M \) highest weighted terms. What left is the target \( FV(q) \).

After we get the feature vector for each query of interest, the measure of semantic similarity between two queries is defined as:

\[
\text{Sim}(q_i, q_j) = FV(q_i) \cdot FV(q_j)
\]

With extracted semantic feature vector, it is possible to find related queries even if no single term is shared between them. For example, given “黄蓉” and “郭靖” (two leading roles in a TV play), the similarity score, e.g. cosine value, between them is 0.0; however, the score becomes 0.96 if we consider their corresponding semantic feature vector, which exactly reflects their true relatedness.

3) Grouping Related Queries via Simple Incremental Clustering

Vector space model and semantic similarity measure play as the basis for measuring how close of two objects, i.e. queries here. The primary procedure can be divided into two phases (see Figure 2):
• Data preparation. A pre-defined number of queries are read from query log first. For each query, check if there is an existing semantic feature vector. If not, submit this query to search engine, and construct its semantic feature vector as described in 3.2.2;

• Clustering and updating. Given semantic feature vectors of a group of queries, do clustering to get a series of clusters. Then, scan the existing cluster database to check if there is any existing cluster that can be merged with any of the new ones. Finally, update the cluster database by adding newly generated clusters or overwriting those merged clusters.

These two phases can be applied to the query log periodically to add newly appearing queries into cluster database. Note that, in each cluster, the similarity score, \( Sim(q_i, q_j) \) between each pair of queries is stored, and they are used to rank related queries, i.e. determining which one should appear first (see Figure 3).

In our application, a very greedy but simple clustering algorithm is applied to meet the online usage, and it works as below: (1) Read a query \( q \) and its semantic feature vector; (2) If this is the first query to process in this session, generate one cluster, \( C_1 \), with only one query \( q \); (3) If not, calculate the similarity score between \( q \) and all clusters in memory, \( \{C_i\} (i = 1..n) \), denoted as \( \{Sim_i\} (i = 1..n) \); (4) Select the largest score and its index, for example \( k \). If \( Sim_k \) is larger than a pre-defined threshold \( \theta \), then add \( q \) into \( C_k \), and update \( C_k \)'s centroid; otherwise, generate a new cluster \( C_{new} \) with \( C_k \)'s feature vector as its centroid; (5) Repeat step 1-4 for each query to be processed in this session. The merging phases use a similar approach. Same or different threshold value can be defined to determine if merging can be done or not.

In one of our experiment with 50,997 queries and a threshold value as 0.3 (in both clustering and merging steps), we got a total of 13,086 clusters. Among them, 2,168 clusters contain more than 1 query, and the maximum cluster size is 736. On average, each cluster contains 3.90 queries.

C. Cross-channel Recommendation

How to realize the cross-channel recommendation in a quick and effective manner online will be addressed in this section. The overall procedure is divided into the following steps:

• Index queries as they appear in each channel’s search log separately, by filtering out those queries with no results. New queries can be added into their corresponding channel’s index online;

• Given \( <q, ch> \), i.e. query \( q \) submitted in a specific channel \( ch \), do a search over each channel’s query index as prepared in step 1;

• If there is no exact match, go to step 4; else, \( q_{rec} = q \). Then, if \( q \) appears in more than one channel, select the channel with highest frequency of this query; otherwise, go to step 6;

• Filter out recommended candidates with frequency lower than pre-defined threshold value \( \theta_1 \) and those with similarity score lower than \( \theta_2 \);

• Randomly select a recommended query as \( q_{rec} \) if there is at least one match by the end of step 4. Otherwise, \( q_{rec} = null \);

• If \( q_{rec} \neq null \), retrieve \( q_{rec}'s \) corresponding channel label, \( ch_{rec} \), to construct the final recommendation \( <q_{rec}, ch_{rec}> \). On the user interface, this recommendation appears as “If you are looking for \( q_{rec}'s ch_{rec} \”, e.g. “If you are looking for Apple’s image.”

• When “If you are looking for \( q_{rec}'s ch_{rec} \” is clicked, a search about \( q_{rec} \) is done in channel \( ch_{rec} \), and the retrieved results are presented to the searcher.

![Diagram of the overall procedure to do query clustering](image-url)
Sim(q₁, q₂), i.e. the proximity between the two semantic feature vectors corresponding to the two queries of interest.

D. Online Deployment and Recommendation

1) Hot Queries

Figure 1 demonstrates our strategy of presenting hot queries hyperlinks. Normally, hot queries are slightly modified by editors to make them more concise or descriptive. Inappropriate queries, like porn queries, have to be filtered first.

2) Related Queries within a Channel

While working online, a series of queries will be retrieved upon seeing a submitted query. On Roboo, the similarity score, Sim(q₁, q₂), is used to rank the recommendations. Figure 3 is one example of query recommendation. Given “手机搜索” (mobile search), a series of popular mobile search engines available in China are recommended, including Roboo, Baidu, iAsk etc.

3) Cross-channel Recommendation

Cross-channel recommendation is deployed online as well, and one example is shown in Cross-channel recommendation is deployed online as well, and one example is shown in Figure 4. Given a query “诺基亚” (Nokia) in Page channel, a cross-channel recommendation is given by our algorithm as shown in Figure 4 (highlighted with circle in Left). (If you are searching for Nokia’s Theme). If this suggestion is clicked, the user will be led into our Theme channel with a series of them resources suitable to install on Nokia’s phones (Figure 4, Right) (Note that Theme is something like skin, allowing customizing the appearance).

4) Expected Ideal Usage Scenario: Search without Any Typing

The need for query recommendation is discussed in Section 2.2. Here, we will illustrate one expected ideal usage scenario to happen on Roboo mobile search: Michel is waiting for a bus to home. He takes out his Nokia N95 smart phone, and clicks one previously saved bookmark to visit http://wap.roboo.com (Roboo mobile search). On the home page, he notices Olympics Opening Ceremony (hot query) on the home page, which incites him to click it. A list of news report about Beijing Olympics Opening Ceremony is presented. Below that, he sees “Phelps” (query recommendation) and clicks without hesitation since he wants to know how many gold medals Phelps has won. A list of news about Phelps is retrieved and presented on Michel’s phone. This time, other than those news reports, he is attracted by “Are you looking for Phelps’ photos?” (cross-channel recommendation). Upon clicking that, photos about Phelps engaging in Olympics match are returned.

Although this is a fictitious scenario, it is what we expect of the effect of the query recommendation deployed, i.e. users of Roboo mobile search can find something entertaining solely by clicking.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS BASED ON QUERY LOG

A. Hot Queries

In our log, we will record page-visit (PV) from our recommendation page where not only hot queries, but other edited resources are presented for easy clicking and browsing. However, we don’t further distinguish the PV contributed by hot queries and others, therefore, there is no way to exactly tell how much the hot queries contribute. Nevertheless, it is still possible to infer something from Figure 5 in which the percentage of “Recommendation” PV among the total PV is listed, from May 2008 to Feb 2009. It can be seen that over 25% of our total PVs come from clicking of recommended resources as shown in Figure 1.

B. Related Queries within a Channel

Clicking of those recommended queries is recorded in our query log. In this study, we use the data ranging from August 4, 2008 to January 11, 2009, totally 23 weeks. Figure 6 shows the ratio of queries recommended and clicked over the total number of queries processed in each week: (1) The ratio ranges from 8.8% to 20.5%, with 13.6% as the average level; (2) The overall trend is that the ratio is increasing with time on.

C. Cross-channel Recommendation

Clicking of those cross-channel recommendations is marked with special tag as well in our query log for study purpose. Figure 7 shows the ratio of cross-channel recommendation clicked to the total number of queries processed in each week, from August 4, 2008 to January 11, 2009. On average, this ratio is about 3.2%. So, together with query recommendation, cross-channel recommendation contributes totally about 16.8% among the total queries received, about one every six query comes from query recommendation. If we add hot queries into consideration, the proportion will be even higher. Actually, if we count the extra contribution of PVs by users after they are led to a new channel upon clicking cross-channel recommendation, then a higher percentage of PVs is expected from the contribution of query recommendation as we discussed. However, due to tracing limitations, this study is not done.

V. CONCLUSION

This study provides new light on query recommendation on mobile search. Firstly, we give a brief background information about mobile search in China and the query recommendation on wired search. Then, we discuss why query recommendation is more demanded on mobile search compared with wired search. Following that, the query recommendation solution implemented on Roboo mobile search is discussed, including hot query, query recommendation within a query and cross-channel recommendation. We also demonstrate how they are deployed on Roboo mobile search and an expected ideal usage scenario. We believe a successful query recommendation solution depends not only the algorithm of finding what to recommend, but also on the user experience: the manner in which to integrate recommendations into user interface. Finally, we study the effect, i.e. usefulness, of the query recommendation based on months of query logs.
In view of the scarcity of work on the topic of query recommendation on mobile search, we hope this early investigation will provide a valuable reference for both academic and industrial colleagues.
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